Shrimp Cultivation: Development Debate and the Adverse Effect on Environment and Economy
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ABSTRACT: As an indicator of economic development, GDP remains the main factor among economists. But the hidden reality is that such parameter just shows the overall superficial economic gain but not the real development scenario of the masses. In the name of economic development, numerous degrading activities take place in the centre and periphery regions of Bangladesh. Such unplanned development activities are not only halting the natural flow of development but also creating a threat to sustainability. As the shrimp sector emerges as one of the major areas of earning foreign currency, stakeholders overlooking its multiple negative impacts on the coastal environment and traditional economic livelihood. With the introduction of shrimp cultivation different short of income sources created. As a result, some profit seekers become well off within a short period of time leaving majority unprivileged. Moreover, there is no local authority that shows any concern on the long-term suffering of the local inhabitants. In this article, we tried to show the amalgamate opinion of multiple people from different occupational groups and the conflicting areas against popular theory of development. As the research is heterogeneous in nature we used qualitative method for collecting data from various respondents. The research result clearly shows the conflicting situation and deprivation of the local inhabitants. Concluding part of this research focused on the ultimate crisis and its way out.
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1. Introduction

Shrimp cultivation emerges in Bangladesh during sixties and it gets started on a mass production basis during nineties. The so-called blue revolution occupied the coastal water bodies of Bangladesh then. Initially shrimp cultivation started in the name of economic development and it was quite eco-friendly. Because in rotation of rice cultivation shrimp cultivated during the autumn usually. But this eco coexistence does not stand for long. The economic greediness of the shrimp owners changed the nature of environment friendly
cultivation process. Then for more profit gain they started shrimp cultivation for the year long (Poi et al., 2018). This devastating nature of shrimp cultivation immediately destroys the local eco-system. Water bodies become saltier. As a result, local harvesting system collapsed. Moreover, local inhabitants gradually became bound to surrender their agro-based land to the shrimp cultivator or they forced to involve in shrimp cultivation. In addition, local heredity, customs and tradition lost due to the new economic and social system (Chowdhury & Khairun, 2014).

Lebel et al. (2016) described that in Bangladesh, shrimp become one of the largest foreign exchange earning commodities, after garments and jute industries. This product is also having great importance in the international commodity business sector (Sarker et al., 2018). According to the data of fishery department in the fiscal year 2008 - 2009, the contribution of this sector in GDP is 4.57%. In the same way from the data of Bangladesh Statistical Bureau, we see the wage earnings of fishery sector is 3669 in 2007 - 08 fiscal year. That is questionable regarding to my research outcome. If we look at the sector-based labor engagement then see, 48.10% engage in agriculture, forest and fishery sector (2005-2006). That is the highest proportion employment sector of our country. If we look at the shrimp, cultivated area the data shows us 1.49-lac hectares land occupied by this sector (2008-2009). The number of hatchery for renu / pona production is 113 (public) and 873 (private) where the number of productions simultaneously 2.03crore and 549.04 crores (2008). The percentage of landless people in rural areas is 49.3 where per head income of rural people is BDT 6096 per month.

Akber et al. (2017) mentioned that institutional arrangements for environmental protection in Bangladesh are Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change; Department of Environment; Department of Forests; Planning Commission; National Environmental Policy, 1992; National Conservation Strategy; National Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP); Bangladesh Environmental Protection Act 1995. argued that history of the capitalist world-economy in order to address five questions (1) Development is the development of what? (2) Who or what has in fact developed? (3) What is the demand behind the demand for development? (4) How can such development occur? (5) What are the political implications of the answers to the first four questions?

Kabir et al. (2016) show the general features of coastal zone with other factors such as traditional marine, coastal and estuary fishing. He mainly focuses on shrimp Aquaculture and Coastal Afforestation. The author argued that: For quite some years now, shrimp aquaculture in brackish water has assumed importance in Bangladesh (Khan et al., 2018). It has generated income locally and has contributed significantly to the export earnings of the country. In the late fifties more than 100 paddy-cum-fish farms were reported in the present Satkhira area alone. In 1982/83, some 51.8 thousand hectares of land were under brackish water shrimp farming. By 1984/85, the area rose to an estimated 68.8 thousand acres or by about a third. The old district of Khulna alone accounts for some two-thirds of the shrimp farm acreage. At least 7 types of marine shrimps and two types of freshwater ones have potential for brackish water aquaculture of them generally the larger ones area raised in farms for export. In the south-western region, shrimp fry is stocked from December to June/July while harvesting begins from April and May continue unto October (in case of shrimp alone). Khulna-Satkhira farms are generally uniformly larger compared to others elsewhere. However, the size varies from 13 to 178 hectares. In the south-western districts he claimed the following ownership-control has been observed:

a) Single or household operation on own land.
b) Single control but with hired labor (on own rented land)
c) Many owners all or most of whom control and participate in cultivation.
d) Small number of owners and local people carry out shrimp culture on land which is partly theirs, partly rented.
e) Shrimp culture basically controlled by outsiders.

Abdullah et al. (2017) described that the foremost environmental effects of aquaculture occur because of sedimentation and obstacle of water flows, waste releases, hyper-nitrification and eutrophication, chemical remains lack of low cost quality feeds, excessive stocking density, over use of meshed feed, excessive use of medication (e.g. Antibiotics, disinfectants, pesticides etc.), use of low quality materials while producing feed, lack of proper inlet and outlet drainage systems, not following HACCP and GAP protocols, lack of waste water treatment facilities and most prominently lack of sound technical knowledge and strategies. Islam & Yasmin (2017) mentioned that costs of prawn cultivation were reported to have increased significantly in recent years as a result of increased fry, feed and labor costs. The prices of both prawn fry and feed have
increased dramatically since prawn farming has become widespread. Inadequate finance can therefore be a significant constraint (Prodhan et al., 2017).

From above discussion we can comprehend drastically negative impact of shrimp cultivation on the local fellow and its perpetual degradation on environment. We are talking about the gross development but never mentioned what an immense income discrimination created by it (Khan et al., 2018). A small group of people named owner of gher becoming wealthier day by day. On the other hand, a large number of people becoming poverty prone. Not only this, in the upcoming future they are going to lose their habitat for losing the natural ecosystem as the shrimp cultivation destroying land fertility. It also turns to various social and family crises for its feudal nature. With the invention of an outset group, various social problems like - drug addiction, prostitution, gambling, fornication and numbers of social problems arises. As a result, society is losing its hereditary social norms and values and, in some cases, social orders went plummet.

In this research we tried to focus on why and for what the question of development arising here. From the real scenario, we have seen instead of development social crisis and degradation arises. Finally, we showed various weaknesses of policy to meet the need of masses.

2. Review of Related Literature

Researchers also depicts that all the stakeholders reported that shrimp farming negatively affected on the environment at the coastal area (Nasrin et al., 2019; Sarker, et al., 2019; Sarker et al., 2019). The soil and water, fish habitation, agricultural cropland, grazing land, indigenous fish, household vegetations, trees and plants, land fertility and mangroves are affected negatively by the shrimp farming in the coastal area (Haider et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2018; Islam et al., 2018; Islam et al., 2018). About 44 percent stakeholders agreed that mangroves were destroyed by the extension of shrimp farming in the study area. In the case of positive impact of shrimp farming on environment about16 percent stakeholders agreed that the household vegetations increased due to alternate rice and shrimp-prawn farming (Uzzaman, 2014). Akber et al. (2017) mentioned that Bangladesh has a large fertile tidal flooded coastal area suitable for shrimp culture. He added that lack of scientific knowledge, ownership pattern, land use conflict, institutional credit problem, security, shortage of shrimp PL, non – availability of feed and fertilizers, shrimp diseases, production management, marketing and transportation are the general problems of shrimp culture in the country. A huge number of precious aquatic organisms are being destroyed by the seed harvesters which are alarming and also a threat to natural food cycle as well. Mitro et al. (2014) explained that the extensive farming systems negatively expedite the processes: infringement of mangroves, intrusion of salinity, degradation of land, destabilization of coastal ecosystems. The major socio-economic effects challenge the patterns of livelihood pattern, displacement of family and social structure, internal migration, and livestock (Prodhan et al., 2017; Sarker & Sultana, 2017; Sarker, 2017). The coastal regions suffer from environmental degradation due to increased salinity of soil, canals and ponds within dams, reduction in grazing field and livestock, changes in the cropping calendar and its pattern, bio-diversity (Sarker & Sultana, 2017). Ecological aspects and sustainability are also overlooked during the shrimp cultivation. Akber et al. (2017) described that about half million coastal people are involved for shrimp seed (post larvae or fry) collection from the estuaries. Shrimp fry collection is ecologically destructive because the mesh size of the net of fry collection is very small and for this why all kinds of fishes (wanted and unwanted) are captured by the net. Bangladesh government has banned the Post Larvae (PL) collection in 2000, but the fry collectors do not obey/care the law because they are very poor and they have no other sources of income. Bangladesh government does not enforce the law maybe because of resettlement and rehabilitation cost for the shrimp fry collectors (Sarker et al., 2019; Sarker et al., 2018).

As countries across the globe prepare to celebrate this annual event, Bangladesh focuses its attention on this year’s theme ‘Green Economy: are you included. The term green economy is no longer just a buzz word; it’s a real opportunity for the world’s least developed nations to embrace, if not lead the global trend into a green economy transition which in turn could lead to their accelerated development. With its rich biodiversity, economic conditions and natural and cultural assets, Bangladesh being most vulnerable to the effects of global climate change, is one of these countries (Islam et al., 2017). Ahmed et al. (2017) mentioned that the analysis reveals in particular the crucial contribution of the ‘power of expertise’ and shows how it has been instrumentalized by certain advocacy networks to depoliticize the debate (Sarker, 2016a). While this has allowed a number of key stakeholders to refocus the debate on technical solutions, it has prevented other
groups concerned with more intractable social and political issues from engaging successfully in the policy process, thus leaving the long-term sustainability of aquaculture still a contentious issue (Sarker et al., 2017; Sultana, et al., 2017; Hossin et al., 2018).
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of shrimp cultivation.

Above conceptual cycle (Figure 1) depicts the short coming diversification among income group due to shrimp cultivation. Moreover, the framework focuses on the ultimate loss of a traditional economy and loss of agricultural land.

3. Methods of the Study

Mainly qualitative method has been followed to pursue our research. This study was conducted through survey, life history method, participant observation and focus group discussion (FGD) on the people of selected areas of Paikgacha Thana in Khulna district.

3.1. Sampling

This study is very heterogeneous in nature. As a result, purposing sampling procedures were followed and the following steps were maintained. First, we selected the most significant area of our study then find out which cases are perfect for our study.

3.2. Life History

To fulfill the purpose, we applied Life History method focusing respondent’s personal life trajectories. Through a series of interviews, the researcher can probe into the decisive moments in their life or the various influences on their life.

3.3. Participant Observation

This is another sort of method we have applied for our study. As the name implies, we went to the field (usually a community), lives with the people for some time, and participates in their activities in order to know and feel their culture.

3.4. Survey Research

We also conducted survey following a checklist to obtain necessary data. For this purpose, we conducted interviews from a set of persons chosen to represent a particular population of interest. In this survey items were open-ended.

3.5. Data Analysis

Collected information was analyzed in a descriptive way as we followed qualitative method to conduct the study. Periodical peer review also applied in this research to get the result updated.

4. Results

In Paikgacha thana massive changes occurred due to extensive shrimp cultivation. Previous culture becomes memory to people. A gross infrastructural development occurs but didn’t touch every level of people
in the society (Poi et al., 2018). Moreover, the environmental loss is worth counting as most of land area lost its fertility.

At the time of collecting data from Bangladesh Fishery Research Institute Brakish Water Station, Paikgacha, Khulna; scientific officer Mr. Hindol Kumar Pal said that from their observation they had found out that this was covered by saline water from the past as it is nearer to Bay of Bengal. Though in gher area people stored saline water for the purpose of shrimp cultivation, it had no vital impact on land as it is very natural (Pousga, Magnusson, Boly, & Ouedraogo, 2018). He also informs that at the time of rainy season sweet water covered the gher area and it make a combination with the saline land. His assessment is that it is possible to cultivate shrimp and rice in the same land and it will be beneficial for both sectors.

_Reality differs with the above feedback of Hindol Kumar Pal. Because gher owners do not allow preserving rainy water in shrimp gher as it reduces the production rate of shrimp. As a result, due to more saline water paddy production is not possible in shrimp cultivated areas._

When we went to Fishery Office of Paikgacha Thana, Thana Fishery Officer Mr. shahidul Sardar told that he didn't find any problem for shrimp cultivation. He shared that shrimp cultivation not only makes people economically solvent but also creates a lot of job sectors. Those who tell that shrimp cultivation hampers the environment are not true (Boag et al., 2018).

_We can reject above mentioned interview result. Because our study result shows in shrimp cultivated land saline water was logged for long. As a result saline intensity is increasing in surrounded areas of gher which is responsible for the loss of land fertility._

For instance, it is very simple to raise saline level of water in coastal areas. His argument was that shrimp cultivation didn’t hamper rice cultivation rather it is possible to cultivate rice with shrimp by using HYV paddy.

5. Comparison between Previous and Present Job Category among Inhabitants

The figure (Figure 2) shows that drastically job nature in shrimp cultivated areas changes and it just has altered the traditional job scenario.

![Figure-2. Drastically job nature in shrimp cultivated. Source: Field survey, 2018](image)

It indicates that the adverse effect of shrimp cultivation from the following feedback of a well-off local respondent. Mr. Amal’s life history will let us know the real-life difficulties faced by local upper-class inhabitants. There has been a significant decline in the economic position of Amal’s family since 1984. This was the time from when the shrimp farming was initiated in this area on a commercial basis. Even though Amal’s family has not been sub-divided, nor it disinvests any of its tangible assets yet its income earning capacity has declined drastically (Kabir et al., 2016). Amal Krishna lost on both counts. His land being saline did not yield enough paddies. Again, he lacked running capital to produce shrimp properly from the farm. Amal is very annoyed with shrimp culture. He thinks it is shrimp, which has uprooted many of the sources of livelihood (e.g. milk, ghee, fuel, vegetables, and fruits) from his homestead. He now buys some of these or his family embers learned to live without them. This shrinkage in livelihood capacity has been affecting Amal and his family socially and culturally. These days the family hardly enjoys much of the festival and social functions. The family peace has gone. Social stability has also been destroyed. The family now really loses their affiliation with mud and is not sure how long all their members will stick together in the present status. Many of them may migrate out of the village as well.
From above life history it is clearly seen that in the name of development shrimp cultivation destroyed the well-being of Amal’s family. Moreover, the devastating effect of saline water intrusion and saline intensity made the agro production vulnerable. Mostly we see negative effects on local inhabitants in the name of economic advancement by shrimp culture.

Jalil has been working at Majid Sana’s gher for 18 years. He gets 1800 Tk per month as his salary. He is mainly boatman of that gher. He said his family lives at his village Mahua and he goes to home once in a month for 2 or 3 days. This is the common leave time for the worker of the gher. He said about 45 workers working at that gher. In case of any sudden crisis, they got helped from the gher proprietor. His or her salary is fixed and in Eid festival, everyone gets 300 Tk as bonus. Besides, at the time of marriage laborer get some assistance from the owner. Jalil informed that when he first came to this gher in 1987 he saw there were trees around the gher area and besides that there were villages. Rice cultivation at that time was very high but at present in gher areas rice production become very low. Owner of the gher sometimes omit rice cultivation in gher as for this shrimp cultivation hampered (Pokrant, 2014). When he first came, he saw there were various types of birds and animals in that area but now all disappeared. The gher area becomes a separated area as the villagers around the gher go out for the lack of food and other necessaries. He said people were happy in the past time. He also said he faces a lot of problems to maintain his family with such small income in comparing with the current market price.

Above interview result shows boatman Abdul Jalil has scanty monthly salary by which he is not able to maintain his family. He seemed gloomy as he did not get enough leave to meet his family. In addition, he claimed introduction of massive shrimp cultivation destroying the fertility of soil and several species are losing due to imbalance habitat.

Bakul is working in a small gher as both worker and guard of that gher. The gher is situated in his own locality. He gets as salary 2500 Tk per month. He said the entire locality is occupied by gher. He also informed that prior to shrimp cultivation rice cultivation was very high. In his early age, he saw green grasses occupied all around the field but nowadays it looks like desert, as there is no grassland. In his early life, he caught varieties types of birds but it is very rare now. There were fields in their village but now it is under shrimp gher. As soil becomes barren and saline water flows over it so vegetable cultivation is totally lost. For drinking water, villagers have to go seven miles away from the village. In the past people could somehow manage their everyday life but nowadays it becomes quite difficult for the lack of alternatives. Most people pass their time in idleness for the lack of work. In this area, work is seasonal. In most of the time of the whole year, they remain unemployment. He told that somehow he managed his family but in the past before introducing to shrimp culture they were quite happy.

Above interview result shows the livelihood challenges occurred due to the mass shrimp cultivation. Most importantly drinking water crisis, seasonal unemployment and loss of life saving natural ingredients have fallen badly their lives under threat.

6. Discussion

Information that I’ve collected from agriculture, fishery and from other sectors and folk oriented to shrimp cultivation shows that shrimp cultivation is extremely negative for the overall economy and environment in terms of future prospects. Besides the severe salinity, we are losing our biodiversity. However, data from fishery sectors tried to show shrimp cultivation as a positive sign but at the same time avoided the reality of violation of government rules as shrimp cultivators are breaking the polders and preserving saline water for mass cultivation of shrimp. Not only these, for more production they drain out rain water and preserve saline water for which biodiversity hampered and day by day for the immense salinity household agro production are becoming unfeasible. The crucial result is that with the mass invention of shrimp cultivation an independent social system is becoming dependent one. It is also notable that not all local landowners are interested for shrimp cultivation but the socio-political situation makes them bound to involve such business (Vivekananda et al., 2014).

Local commoners are suffering a lot as regarding the shrimp cultivation specially to ensure the supply of saline water protection of embankment management becomes vulnerable. For which cutting government made polders to ensure saline water from river source makes up thousands of gates. Finally, the result is that with scarce natural disaster like monsoon flood major part of the land boundary becomes submerged by breaking
the locally made gates built for supplying saline water to shrimp gher (Sohel & Ullah, 2012). Following tables clearly show the changing scenario.

**Table 1. Annual expenses of the respondent on food & drinking water**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food and drinking water (BDT)</th>
<th>Cost before introducing of shrimp culture</th>
<th>Cost after introducing of shrimp culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of respondents</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000-10000</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000-20000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000-50000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000-100000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100000 above</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above tables we can say that 44.3% of respondents said that they had to expense 5000-10000 Tk. annually for food and drinking water purposes. On the other hand, 30% respondents said that they had to expense 5000-10000 Tk. for this purpose annually. Similarly, where 10% respondents expend over 100000 Tk. for food and drinking purposes before introducing to shrimp culture then 25.7% respondents expend over 100000 Tk. for the same purposes after introducing shrimp cultivation. These data shows that after introducing shrimp cultivation the expenditure on food and drinking water is increased remarkably (Rahman et al., 2008). In case of social bondage, folk are losing their company with family members, as they have to stay far away for a long time for serving in a gher (Shameem & Momtaz, 2015). Because after losing agro based job and shortage of opportunity in another field they became bound to engage in such employment opportunity related with gher. As a result, natural and social degradation are becoming the perpetual future for the local folk in the shrimp cultivated area.

**7. Conclusion and Implications**

If we compare the local scenario before and after the advent of shrimp cultivation then I can say that infrastructural development occurs but that takes place abruptly and for a small-segmented group of people. Before shrimp cultivation when agro based society prevailing, trend of development was more sustainable and ecology based. From observation, it is clear that number of brick-built household increases rather than before and transportation and communication sector were also developed. However, it is also true that with the time being all these were obvious. The basic changes in this sector I find out is that only gher owner can enjoy luxurious amenities in comparing to other fields people. Reason is that discrimination in the field of development is outspoken. For example, some owner of gher developed luxurious modern building for them. Besides, they are using luxurious cars, boats and even speed boats for their private transportation. So, in such cases they themselves took initiative to develop road, culvert or by influencing and managing government body to develop these sectors. Another cause behind such steps is easy access of transportation for their produced shrimp. Therefore, if we say ensuring lavish amenities for a small portion of people is sign of development then it is okay there. However, what is the parameter by which we can measure the destruction of a natural ecological system, eloping biodiversity, increasing barren condition of cultivable land, disrupting harmonious socio-economic livelihood and so on. In the name of development, we cannot let a harmonious community under the hand of brutal suppression.
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